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BEFORE YOU TRAIN
Wise business owners will secure their business financially, legally and physically before 

they begin. Just like parents build a fence on their property, whether visible or verbal, to 

communicate to their children the boundary lines for play, safety and dominion, the same is 

true in business. Part of that security comes from a training release.

GFT TRAINING RELEASE
All training releases should be written by a lawyer and be company specific as training 

clientele, location and local regulations should be specifically addressed. Each release 

should include components for training, physical care, right to treat in case of emergency, 

any allergies the trainer should be aware of as well as what to do in case of that emergency, 

photo and name releases for social media and the website. The GFT release is included in 

this course for your use. Please take it to your lawyer for more on this.

SERVICES
What kind of services can you offer that are built on your strength and authority? Even 

if you have a sports-based business, how you train can look very different than the GFT 

service selections. Some considerations to make for your business:

 If you will physically train someone, make sure you have the demographics (the   

 volume of your avatar) in your area to support your business. GFT is located in the   

 DFW region of Texas, one of the top five biggest areas for youth soccer1. 

 If you will digitally train, using resources such as Facebook groups or Zoom calls, be  

 sure that you have access to the technology you need.

 When you start, make sure you can sustain the model. Consider elements like   

 communication: If you’re not a big verbal communicator, consider scheduling your   

1 In the section on pricing, you’ll learn how to back into the numbers necessary to grow the business and you’ll set your prices 
accordingly. Not all success is based on sheer volume of trainees.
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  clients with minimal between time.

Service options to consider as you develop your own offers:

           Private individual training2: Training on a 1:1 basis

           Small group training: Training for a group of 4-6 players

           Online: Training that happens via the internet

           Offline: Training that happens in person

           Coaching: Teaching or accountability for training, speed, nutrition, mindset or is goal-

           specific, such as college readiness, tryout preparation and more

PROCESS FOR TRAINING
Many trainers fail to provide a structure to their training. This robs you and the client. 

Considering Michael Gerber’s explanation of the value of the consistent client experience, 

this structure component is equally necessary for training. This is not to keep the skills the 

same but the routine, the expectations, the same.  Below is a sample routine of Jeremie’s 

training:

           Warm up: Allow the players to warm up. Many trainers skip this fundamental element                       

           of training. 

           Do the simple things perfectly: Get the basics, the fundamentals, perfect. Especially 

           with the ball sports, most of your training will exist around ball handling (e.g., 

           receiving, passing, shooting).

           Keep it fun: The life of an athlete is stressful enough. The general public, especially 

          youth, is more stressed now than ever before. Keeping a routine and making training 

          fun helps decrease anxiety. End sessions on a fun note, using humor and games - even 

          for professional clients. These turn their brains on to the game and keeps training 

          exciting and as they leave they are remembering this fun time.

           Follow-up: Give extras, like Jeremie’s ‘Eat like a pro’ sheet.

2 Find a training location where people can come to you as this saves you time and money; locations covered more in-depth 
later in course.

https://amzn.to/2MKnPw4
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CURRICULUM
If you’re always under pressure, then your mechanics and responses need to be instinctual. 

Many stories have been told throughout the years about Dirk Nowitzki’s relentless 

practice of the fundamentals, even after games. It’s not the fancy moves but the core 

elements of the game that must be practiced. Then, the player needs to be fatigued 

muscularly, mentally, physically. This training allows players to really excel.

No matter the skill level, the basics are the great equalizer in training. The level of play may 

vary between players because of speed, agility, age...but mechanics tell the real story. Your 

training regimen should include:

           Fundamental skills

           Footwork / ball handling 

           Mechanics / form

           Speed (quickness, explosiveness, endurance)

           Diet / nutrition

ADDITIONAL INCOME
As you grow your business, try testing the expansion of your services with things such as 

weekend clinics on various topics. A monthly clinic that can be attended live or watched 

virtually can increase client engagement and likelihood of purchase significantly. Topics can 

vary but may include:

           Nutrition

           Game day preparation

           Injury care

           The path to college sports

           The path to professional sports
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           Proper stretching for injury prevention

With each session, you can bring in guest speakers, collaborate with other businesses and 

expand client awareness of your knowledge base. This may also give you ideas of potential 

future business income streams3.

AFFILIATE 
OPPORTUNITIES
An affiliate opportunity is the chance to make money from selling someone else’s product 

that suits your audience and you can endorse with good conscience. Affiliate income is 

similar to multi-level marketing opportunities, such as essential oils or health products, 

but the income potential is typically much higher and hyper-niched. For example, Jeremie’s 

soccer skills training videos are an affiliate product. Coaches and trainers can sell those 

online videos to others for a portion of the sale. Here’s how it works:

 1. Identify an affiliate program you personally like / use and would recommend to   

 your clients for free.

 2. Apply to be an affiliate. Affiliate programs run on direct-link sales or cookies.   

 Cookies are pieces of information that are shared from a particular website. Some   

 programs track the leads you send their way with lifelong cookies but the standard   

 is 30 days.

 3. Once accepted, follow the rules of the program. Some promotions are evergreen   

 (meaning you can promote year-round) whereas others are seasonal (meaning you   

 only offer the program at set intervals).

 4. You’ll be provided promotional material and guidelines as well as your own   

 unique link that you’ll use to refer others to the product.

 5. Send referrals. Once they purchase and are no longer in the refund period   

 (typically 7-30 days), you’re issued your payment for the sale. They’re responsible   

 for follow-up to the sale.

Just by sending an email with a recommendation to people who know you and trust you, 

you can make a significant income by making that recommendation. Some people make a 

3 This is covered more in the Brand course but the content of most weekend clinics can be converted into ebooks, downloads, 
checklists, ecourses, webinars and more to grow your income and your brand. 
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full-time income of high 6-figures just through affiliate sales4! Sometimes it’s easier to sell 

something that isn’t your product because it doesn’t seem pushy5. 

Basic affiliate math example:

 100 x 500 = 50,000 x 0.45 = 22,500

100 email subscribers purchase a $500 Ball Control product. At 45% commission, you 

would earn $22,500 from one email link sent out.

Interested in becoming an affiliate for some of Jeremie’s products? These include college 

prep programs, highlight videos, soccer skills training and injury prevention and care. 

Affiliate commissions are 45% of gross sale to ESBA students. 

4 Tasha Agruso is one of the best teachers on affiliate marketing. Check her course out here.
5 Should you promote affiliate opportunities, make sure they’re quality, infrequent and that you include the legal disclaimer 
required in your email.

https://affiliate-marketing-for-bloggers.teachable.com/?affcode=108300_hnxumf1p
https://affiliate-marketing-for-bloggers.teachable.com/?affcode=108300_hnxumf1p
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